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INTRODUCTION

When Every Element  
Becomes Critical 
Think for a moment about your favorite recipe. 
When you follow the instructions verbatim, you 
can count on having your hard work rewarded 
with a delicious dish. But if you forget even one 
ingredient, or skip over a crucial step, your dinner 
can quickly go from a delicacy to a disaster.

Now, take this idea, and apply it to your landscape. In order to  

cultivate your outdoor masterpiece, you need to consider every  

factor and essential “ingredient.” 

INTRO
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Taking Your Yard Where  
You Want It to Go

You’ve grown weary of having a yard that prospers for 
one season, and then fades. 

Or, perhaps you’ve never known what it’s like to have a landscape that truly 

stands out among the rest. As motivated as you may have been to enhance 

your yard without any help, you’re now beginning to realize that you severely 

underestimated all of the work that goes into consistent maintenance and 

upkeep. You know where you want to go with your landscape, but don’t quite 

know how to get there.

At Parker Homescape, our professionals are the driving force that takes your 

yard in the extraordinary direction that you’ve been longing for. Covering 

each element of your dreamscape recipe, we transform your yard and make 

it your new favorite creation. At the end of the day, our mission is to breathe 

new life into your outdoor space—without ever missing a step.

DIRECTION
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Immediate Improvements  
(With a Focus on the Future)

IMPROVEMENTS

Are you tired of pouring your energy into a  
spring landscape that inevitably falters for the  
rest of the year? 

At Parker, our experts cultivate for you an outdoor oasis that’s rooted in 

longevity and can prosper through each season.

Always thinking in terms of durability and continuance, our specialists 

coordinate your landscape with a keen awareness of 5- to10-year growth 

habits. Even more, to foster year-round intrigue, our experts strategize 

your seasonal plant variety and planting times to ensure that your yard will 

always appear lavish and animated. And best of all, an effective landscape 

enhancement can increase your home value by 15 to 25 percent.
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Conquering the  
Maintenance Obstacle

MAINTENANCE 

A crucial step in creating a true outdoor paradise  
is placing the client’s preferences at the forefront of 
every operation. 

At Parker, we delve deep to determine not only your personal taste, in terms 

of material, color, style, etc., but also to make sure that your selections are 

seamlessly orchestrated together and thrive year-round.

While many people initially try to keep up with their yards themselves, many 

discover that it’s quite an undertaking to stay on top of their landscape as 

it changes rapidly through New Jersey’s four seasons. By consulting with 

a professional, you save yourself both time and money. We’ve been in the 

game for many years, and know which plants, flowers and trees prosper in 

our area each season. With our professional touch, our team works with you 

during our consultation process to select plants that are durable and can 

withstand insects, wind and other elements.

Some other factors that we take into consideration during our 
consultation process include:

• Sun/shade exposure

• Disease resistance

• Animal exposure

• Topography

• Personal taste and seasonal expectations

• Proper coordination of color, aroma, style and planting times

• … And much more!

These factors, when combined with our cultivated experience, enable us to 

find the answer that will keep your yard not only healthy, but stunning, too.
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Sincere Service That  
Makes All the Difference

THE PARKER DIFFERENCE

If there’s one element that sets Parker Homescape 
apart from the rest, it’s our steadfast commitment to 
delivering exemplary customer service.

Our team operates with the understanding that everyone has his or her own 

unique skills and capabilities. That’s why, when we evaluate your home, our 

staff never treats you as anything other than an equal. 

Guiding you through the entire process, we are proud to put our passion and 

developed expertise to good use. Upsells, arrogance and deception have 

never been our style. When you trust us with your landscape, our team works 

diligently to cultivate the kind of relationships that transform into enduring 

friendships with many of our clients.   

Ultimately, it takes a team with an established reputation and credentials 

to maximize your outdoor space. And since the Parker family has been 

in the business for over 65 years, Parker Homescape has proven itself 

as a firm with the expertise and experience that’s needed to consistently 

deliver remarkable results. Fully dedicated toward pleasing each and every 

customer, our team takes every exterior factor into consideration.

Over the years, have you had difficulty maintaining your plants and flowers 

because of ruthless sun exposure? Or, how about watching your vegetation 

be consumed by bothersome deer, year after year? No matter what problems 

you may have faced in the past, our team is here to make sure that these 

issues are fully resolved for a promising future.
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A Testament to  
Our Commitment

“Thank you for a job well done. The Parker Homescape project was executed 

with precision, professional expertise and tremendous knowledge about 

design and plant selection. I enjoyed discussing my mission with you and 

your vision to help make my garden spring to life. The team concept with 

the homeowner and Parker Homescape is an excellent business practice 

that exceeds expectations. The thank you note and the beautiful flower 

arrangement with all my favorite flowers added to the experience. You 

touched my heart, you touched my soul. Some of my neighbors have 

commented about the beautiful landscape, and how it enhances my home. 

Thank you from the bottom of my heart.” 

Gail Pedescleaux-Muckle, Edison, NJ

SATISFIED CLIENTS
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CONCLUSION

Make Changes Today for a 
Better Tomorrow
Spring is upon us, and now is the time that many 
homeowners will take their landscapes out of 
hibernation and into the forefront of their minds. 

But here at Parker Homescape, we firmly believe that homeowners 

deserve more. To awaken your outdoor oasis with a renewed vivacity 

that will make it prosper through each and every season, contact Parker 

Homescape at 908.626.1100 today. 

CONCLUSION



EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE TODAY. 

Contact Parker Homescape 
to learn more and make your 
landscape dreams a reality.

MAIL

150 Allen Road, Suite 108

Basking Ridge, NJ 07920

ONLINE 

info@parkerhomescape.com

parkerhomescape.com

PHONE 

908.626.1100

http://parkerhomescape.com/

